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Optimization of three-dimensional micropost microcavities for cavity quantum electrodynamics

Jelena Vucˇković, Matthew Pelton,* Axel Scherer,† and Yoshihisa Yamamoto
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This paper presents a detailed analysis, based on the first-principles finite-difference time-domain method, of
the resonant frequency, quality factor (Q), mode volume (V), and radiation pattern of the fundamental (HE11)
mode in a three-dimensional distributed-Bragg-reflector~DBR! micropost microcavity. By treating this struc-
ture as a one-dimensional cylindrical photonic crystal containing a single defect, we are able to push the limits
of Q/V beyond those achievable by standard micropost designs, based on the simple rules established for
planar DBR microcavities. We show that some of the rules that work well for designing large-diameter
microposts~e.g., high-refractive-index contrast! fail to provide high-quality cavities with small diameters. By
tuning the thicknesses of mirror layers and the spacer, the number of mirror pairs, the refractive indices of
high- and low-refractive index regions, and the cavity diameter, we are able to achieveQ as high as 104,
together with a mode volume of 1.6 cubic wavelengths of light in the high-refractive-index material. The
combination of highQ and smallV makes these structures promising candidates for the observation of such
cavity-quantum-electrodynamics phenomena as strong coupling between a quantum dot and the cavity field,
and single-quantum-dot lasing.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.66.023808 PACS number~s!: 42.50.Ct, 42.55.Sa, 42.60.Da, 42.70.Qs
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I. INTRODUCTION

Spontaneous emission is not an intrinsic property of
isolated atom, but is rather a property of an atom couple
its electromagnetic vacuum environment. The spontane
emission rate is directly proportional to the density of ele
tromagnetic states that a spontaneously emitted photon
couple to, and can be modified with respect to its value
free space by placing the atom in a cavity@1#. The experi-
mental demonstrations of the inhibition and enhancemen
spontaneous emission rate were carried out starting in
mid-1970’s @2–7#, using atoms coupled to single mirror
planar cavities, or spherical Fabry-Perot resonators.
vances in microfabrication techniques enabled the const
tion of high-quality semiconductor micropost and microdi
microcavities in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s, and igni
interest in solid-state cavity-quantum-electrodynam
~QED! experiments@8–10#. In 1987, photonic-crystal struc
tures were proposed as promising candidates for strong s
taneous emission modification@11,12#, but the first experi-
mental results on photonic-crystal microcavities were
reported until a decade later@13,14#.

Cavity-QED phenomena in the low-Q ~weak-coupling!
regime, as well as in the high-Q ~strong-coupling! regime,
can be used in construction of high-efficiency light-emitti
diodes, low-threshold lasers, and single-photon source
powerful property of solid-state microcavities is that a sin
narrow-linewidth emitter~quantum dot! can be embedded in
them during the growth process, enabling cavity-field int
action with such artificial atom@15#. Due to imperfections in
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fabricated structures, unoptimized structure parameters,
the inability to precisely control position of a quantum do
only phenomena in the low-Q regime have been observed s
far.

The first successful optical characterizations of photon
crystal microcavities with quantum dots were performed
cently @16–18#. Q factors as large as 2800 were reporte
together with mode volumes as small as 0.5(l/n)3, wherel
is the optical wavelength, andn is the refractive index of the
dielectric material@19#. The possibility of improving the
quality factor while preserving such a small mode volum
makes these structures good candidates for cavity QED
particular with neutral atoms~due to a strong field intensity
in the air region for the optimized cavity designs! @20,21#. So
far, this has not been demonstrated experimentally.

The advantages of microposts relative to other microca
ties are that the light escapes in the normal direction to
sample in a single-lobed Gaussian-like pattern, and that
relatively straightforward to isolate a single quantum dot in
post. However, in order to observe such cavity-QED p
nomena as strong coupling with a single dot or single-
lasing in these structures, a number of design and fabrica
issues have to be addressed. In this paper, we presen
optimization of micropost parameters~illustrated in Fig. 1!,
in order to maximize the quality factor and minimize th
volume of the fundamental (HE11) mode ~whose field pat-
tern is shown in Fig. 2!. We show that both strong-couplin
cavity QED with a single quantum dot, and single-quantu
dot lasing are possible in the optimized micropost microc
ity.

All analyses presented in this paper are performed by
finite-difference time-domain~FDTD! method, which en-
ables accurate modeling of the electromagnetic propertie
structures with complex geometries. The rotational symm
try of micropost microcavities allows us to use a cylindric
FDTD algorithm and reduce the order of the compu
memory requirements fromN3 to N2, whereN represents a
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VUČKOVIĆ, PELTON, SCHERER, AND YAMAMOTO PHYSICAL REVIEW A66, 023808 ~2002!
linear dimension of the computational domain. The meth
used is described in detail in our earlier publication@22#.

II. MOTIVATION FOR MAXIMIZING THE RATIO
OF QUALITY FACTOR TO MODE VOLUME

Let us assume that a single quantum dot is isolated
microcavity, and that the transition frequency from the on
exciton state to the zero-exciton state is on resonance
the fundamental optical cavity mode frequencyv. Under
these conditions, the system can be modeled in the same
as a single two-level atom coupled to a single cavity mo
and described by the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian@23#.
The coupling parameterg between the exciton and the cavi
field reaches its maximum value equal to the vacuum R
frequencyg0, when the dot is located at the point of th
maximum electric-field intensity, and when the excitonic
pole moment is aligned with the electric field,

g05
m

\
A \v

2eMV
, ~1!

where eM is the dielectric constant at the location of th
exciton,m is the dipole moment matrix element between t
one-exciton and zero-exciton states, andV is the cavity mode
volume, defined as

V5

E E E e~rW !uE~rW !u2d3rW

max@e~rW !uE~rW !u2#
. ~2!

Depending on the ratio of the coupling parameterg to the
cavity-field decay ratek5v/2Q and theexcitonic dipole de-

FIG. 1. Parameters for a micropost microcavity. The micropo
analyzed in this paper are rotationally symmetric around the ver
axis.
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cay rateg, we can distinguish two regimes of coupling b
tween the exciton and the cavity field:strong couplingfor
g.k,g, and weak coupling for g,k,g. In the strong-
coupling case, the exciton is coherently coupled to the ca
field, spontaneous emission is reversible, andvacuum Rabi
oscillation occurs. On the other hand, in the weak-coupli
case, the spontaneous emission is irreversible, and the s
taneous emission decay rateG is @23#

G5g2
4Q

v
. ~3!

The spontaneous emission rate of an exciton in free sp
on the other hand, is given by

G05
v3m2

3pe0\c3
. ~4!

s
al

FIG. 2. Electric-field components for the fundamental (HE11)
mode in a micropost microcavity. The left figure illustrates t
electric-field component parallel to the distributed Bragg reflect
~DBR’s!, while the figure on the right represents the electric-fie
component perpendicular to the DBR’s. The micropost parame
using the notation from Fig. 1, are as follows: the cavity diame
D50.5 mm, the refractive indices of high-/low-refractive-index re
gions nh53.57 / nl52.94, the DBR periodicitya5155 nm, the
thickness of the low-refractive-index mirror layert585 nm, the
spacer thicknesss5280 nm, and the number of mirror pairs on to
and bottom~MPT and MPB!, 15 and 30, respectively.
8-2
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OPTIMIZATION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL MICROPOST . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 023808 ~2002!
The ratio ofG to G0 is called thePurcell factor @1#. For an
exciton positioned at the maximum of the field intensity a
aligned with the electric field, the Purcell factor is equal

F05
3Ql3e0

4p2VeM

. ~5!

We usually define the Purcell factorF as the spontaneou
emission rate enhancement relative to the bulk material.
spontaneous emission rate in the bulk material with refr
tive indexnh is enhancednh times with respect to its value in
free space, which implies thatF5F0 /nh .

If the Purcell factor is much greater than one, the exci
will radiate much faster in the cavity than in free space. T
radiative-rate enhancement is proportional to the ratio of
quality factor to the volume of the cavity mode, according
Eq. ~5!. The Purcell factor increases withQ/V only to the
point where the coupling parameterg becomes larger than
the decay rates of the system (k and g). At that point, the
coupled exciton-cavity system enters the strong-coupling
gime.

IncreasingQ/V can also lead to a reduction in las
threshold. The fraction of the light emitted by an exciton th
is coupled into one particular cavity mode is known as
spontaneous emission coupling factorb, and is related to the
Purcell factor via the following expression:

b5
F

11F
. ~6!

Therefore, if the emission rate of an exciton is strongly e
hanced by its interaction with a cavity mode, the fraction
spontaneous emission going into all other modes (12b) is
reduced. The fraction of spontaneous emission going
nonlasing modes is one of the fundamental losses in a la
and by decreasing it, one can lower the laser threshold.

Of particular interest would be a single-dot laser, whi
represents an ultimate microscopic limit for semiconduc
lasers. The realization of such a device would allow phys
investigations similar to those afforded by the single-at
laser@24#. Lasing of such a microscopic system would occ
when the mean spontaneously emitted photon numbernsp in
the laser mode becomes larger than one@25#

nsp5
btphNA

tsp
5

NA~G0nh!

v/Q

F2

11F
>1, ~7!

wheretsp51/G, tph5Q/v, andNA is the average probabil
ity over time that the quantum dot contains an exciton.

One of the most interesting applications of cavity QED
the construction of efficient sources of single photons@26–
28#. Single-photon sources are useful for quantum crypt
raphy@29#, quantum computation@30,31#, quantum network-
ing @32#, and random number generators@33,34#. A single
quantum dot can be used to generate single photons, an
output coupling efficiency can be enhanced by cavity QE
In other words, by changing the cavity parameters (Q/V)
and the quantum-dot location, we can control the probab
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of coupling this spontaneously emitted single photon into
mode of interest, and subsequently coupling it into the co
munication channel.

III. MICROPOST MICROCAVITIES

Micropost microcavities consist of a high-refractive-ind
region ~spacer! sandwiched between two dielectric mirror
as shown in Fig. 1. Confinement of light in these structure
achieved by the combined action of distributed Bragg refl
tion ~DBR! in the longitudinal direction~along the post axis!,
and total internal reflection~TIR! in the transverse direction
~along the post-cross-section!. The microposts analyzed in
this paper are rotationally symmetric around the vertical a
The DBR mirrors can be viewed as one-dimensional~1D!
photonic crystals generated by stacking high- and lo
refractive-index disks on top of each other. The microcav
is formed by introducing a defect into this periodic structu
The periodicity of the photonic crystal is denoted asa, the
thickness of the low-refractive-index disks ist, the diameter
of the disks isD, and the refractive indices of the low- an
high-refractive-index regions arenl and nh , respectively.
The defect is formed by increasing the thickness of a sin
high-refractive-index disk from (a2t) to s, as shown in Fig.
1. The number of photonic-crystal periods above and be
the defect region~i.e., the number of DBR pairs! is labeled as
MPT ~mirror pairs top! and MPB~mirror pairs bottom!, re-
spectively.

The mode of interest to us is the doubly degenerate f
damental (HE11) mode, whose field pattern is shown in Fi
2. The parallel component of the electric field is dominant
this mode, and has an antinode in the center of the spa
Furthermore, in this central plane, the electric field is pra
cally linearly polarized along the vertical axis of the micr
post, while there is a small deviation from the linear pol
ization at larger distances from this axis.

The rule of thumb generally used for designing micr
posts is to make mirror layers one-quarter wavelength th
and to choose the optical thickness of the spacer equal to
target wavelength. In the case of a planar DBR cavity~with
D→`), this choice of parameters leads to the maximu
reflectivities of the mirrors and the maximumQ factor of the
cavity mode: the cavity operates at the Bragg waveleng
for which the partial reflections from all high- and low
refractive-index interfaces add up exactly in phase. Howe
the strength of the cavity-QED phenomena is proportiona
the ratio of the cavityQ factor to the mode volumeV, as
discussed in the preceding section, and we will try to des
microposts in such a way that this ratio is maximized.

In our earlier work@22#, we analyzed theQ factor of the
HE11 mode in a GaAs/AlAs micropost as the cavity diame
was tuned between 0.5mm and 2 mm. The remaining cav-
ity parameters were chosen according to the large-cavity
of thumb, i.e., in such a way that the cavity would operate
the Bragg wavelength forD→`. When the cavity diamete
was decreased from 2mm to 0.5 mm, the mode volume
decreased by a factor of almost 10, from 19.2(l/nh)3 to
2(l/nh)3, while the cavityQ dropped by only a factor of 2
from 11 500 to 5000. Thus, in order to maximize the ratio
8-3
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VUČKOVIĆ, PELTON, SCHERER, AND YAMAMOTO PHYSICAL REVIEW A66, 023808 ~2002!
the quality factorQ to the mode volumeV, we need to ex-
plore structures with small diametersD, and try to improve
their Q factors.

The reduction inQ with decrease inD is due to the com-
bination of two loss mechanisms:longitudinal lossthrough
DBR mirrors, andtransverse lossdue to imperfect TIR con-
finement in the transverse direction. Let us address thelon-
gitudinal lossfirst. The decrease in the post diameterD im-
plies a change in the dispersion relation of the 1D photo
crystal, and the size and position of its band gap, as il
trated in Fig. 3. In this figure, it is assumed that the high- a
low-refractive-index regions of the photonic crystal cons
of GaAs and AlAs, with refractive indices ofnh53.57 and
nl52.94, and thicknesses of 70 nm and 85 nm, respectiv
or that they consist of GaAs and AlxGa12xAs, with refractive
indices ofnh53.57 andnl53.125, and thicknesses of 70 n
and 80 nm, respectively. When the diameterD decreases, the
frequencies of the band-gap edges increase, and the si
the band gap decreases. For structure diameters larger
2 mm, band-gap edges can be approximated by their va
at D→`. Therefore, asD decreases, the blue shift of th
cavity mode wavelengthl increases relative to the targ
wavelength at which the 1D cavity operates@22#. Simulta-
neously, the size of the photonic band gap decreases, im
ing that the cavity mode is less confined in the longitudi
direction than in the planar cavity case.

The cavity mode is strongly localized in real space, a
consequently delocalized in Fourier space (k space!, mean-
ing that it consists of a wide range of wave-vector comp

FIG. 3. Band-gap edges, calculated using the FDTD met
~points!, of the fundamental (HE11) mode in a cylindrical one-
dimensional photonic crystal in the GaAs/AlAs o
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs material systems. The lines are guides to
eye. The GaAs/AlAs photonic crystal has the following paramete
nh53.57, nl52.94, t585 nm, and a5155 nm. The
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs photonic crystal has the following paramete
nh53.57, nl53.125, t580 nm, anda5150 nm.~See Fig. 1 for
definition of parameters.! The band-gap edges forD→` are posi-
tioned ata/l equal to 0.1445 and 0.1634 for the GaAs/AlAs ph
tonic crystal, and ata/l equal to 0.1431 and 0.1565 for th
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs photonic crystal.
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nents. Some of these components are not confined in the
by TIR; i.e., they are positioned above the light line, whe
they can couple to radiative modes, leading totransverse
loss. A cavity mode that is strongly confined in the longitu
dinal direction by high-reflectivity mirrors is delocalized i
Fourier space and suffers large transverse loss. Similar
mode that is delocalized in the longitudinal direction is mo
localized in Fourier space and suffers less transverse l
Therefore, when optimizing the quality factor of thre
dimensional microposts, there is a trade-off between th
two loss mechanisms.

In the middle of a large band gap, the longitudinal co
finement is strongest, but theQ factor is limited by trans-
verse loss. By shifting the resonant wavelength away fr
the midgap ~e.g., by tuning the thickness of the cavi
spacer! one can delocalize the mode in real space, localiz
it more strongly in Fourier space, reducing the contributi
of wave-vector components above the light line, and ther
decreasing the transverse radiation loss. Eventually, as
mode wavelength approaches the band-gap edges, the lo
longitudinal confinement starts to dominate andQ drops.
Therefore, in the microposts with high-reflectivity mirro
and finite diameter, it is expected that the maximumQ will
be located away from the midgap position. Moreover, sin
the mode wavelength can be tuned from the midgap towa
any of the two band-gap edges, two local maxima ofQ ~i.e.,
a double-peak behavior inQ vs mode wavelength! are ex-
pected. Besides detuning the mode wavelength from the m
gap, we can also suppress the transverse loss by relaxin
mode slightly in the longitudinal direction, i.e., by reducin
the reflectivities of photonic-crystal mirrors and decreas
the band-gap size. This can be achieved by shrinking
cavity diameter, or by changing the photonic-crystal para
eters~e.g., by reducing the refractive-index contrast!.

In this paper, we study both these approaches toQ opti-
mization: tuning the mode wavelength away from the m
gap by changing the spacer thickness, and tuning the m
reflectivities by changing photonic-crystal parameters or c
ity diameter. We also show that the employment of ve
high-reflectivity mirrors cannot lead to high-Q cavities with
small diameters, as the transverse radiation loss is high
sulting from very strong-mode localization in the longitud
nal direction.

IV. MAXIMIZING THE RATIO OF QUALITY FACTOR TO
MODE VOLUME FOR THE FUNDAMENTAL MODE

IN A MICROPOST MICROCAVITY

A. Tuning the cavity diameter and the cavity spacer

In our earlier work@22#, we analyzed theQ factor of the
HE11 mode in a GaAs/AlAs micropost as the cavity diame
was tuned between 0.5mm and 2 mm. The remaining cav-
ity parameters were chosen in such a way that the ca
would operate at the Bragg wavelength forD→` (a
5155 nm, t585 nm, s5280 nm, nh53.57, and nl
52.94). The number of DBR mirror pairs on top and botto
were ~MPT and MPB! 15 and 30 respectively.

Let us first study theHE11 mode as the diameter is de
creased below 0.5mm, keeping all other structure param

d

:
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eters the same as above. In order to tune the mode frequ
within the band gap, we tune the spacer thicknesss. Results
for l, Q, V, andQ/V are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. From Fig
3, we see that the band gaps in these structures extend
875 nm to 969 nm, from 850 nm to 920 nm, and from 7
nm to 850 nm, for structure diameters of 0.5mm, 0.4 mm,
and 0.3 mm, respectively. As we have noted previous
when D decreases, the band-gap edges shift towards lo
wavelengths, and the size of the band gap decreases.
cavity mode wavelength is blue shifted in this process, as
be seen in Fig. 4.

The mode volumeV is minimized when the mode wave
length is located near the middle of the band gap. For
structures withD equal to 0.4mm and 0.3 mm, the maxi-
mum Q factor also occurs close to the midgap. Differe
behavior is seen for the structure withD equal to 0.5mm,
which has a local minimum ofQ at midgap and exhibits a
double-peak behavior.

The double-peak behavior was already introduced in
preceding section. In the middle of the band gap, where

FIG. 4. Wavelengthl and quality factorQ of the fundamental
mode in a micropost witha5155 nm, t585 nm, nh53.57, nl

52.94, MPT515, and MPB530. The cavity diameterD and the
spacer thicknesss are tuned.
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longitudinal mode confinement is strongest and the m
volume is minimum, the radiation loss in the transverse
rection is high, and theQ factor is degraded. By shifting the
resonant wavelength away from the midgap, the mode
delocalized in real space, leading to a reduction in the tra
verse radiation loss~e.g., at the positions of the two peaks
Q). Eventually, as the mode wavelength approaches
band-gap edges, the loss of longitudinal confinement star
dominate,Q drops, and the mode volume increases.

To support this explanation, we analyze the same str
ture, with D50.5 mm, but with the number of mirror pairs
on top~MPT! increased from 15 to 25. As expected, at m
gap,Q does not increase significantly with MPT. The mo
there is already strongly confined in the longitudinal dire
tion, and the addition of extra pairs does not change
longitudinal loss. The modalQ factor is determined by the
radiation loss in the transverse direction, which is indep
dent of MPT. On the other hand, theQ’s at the two peaks
increase with MPT. At these points, the mode is not confin
as well in the longitudinal direction, and longitudinal los

FIG. 5. Mode volumeV and ratio of quality factorQ to V for the
HE11 mode in a micropost witha5155 nm, t585 nm, nh

53.57, nl52.94, MPT515, and MPB530. The cavity diameterD
and the spacer thicknesss are tuned.
8-5
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can be reduced by adding more mirror pairs.
As an even stronger demonstration of our explanation

the double-peak behavior, we separate the radiation loss
the loss above the top micropost surface (La), and the loss
below it (Lb). The totalQ is a combination of two newly
introduced quality factorsQa and Qb , which are inversely
proportional toLa andLb , respectively,

1

Q
5

1

Qa
1

1

Qb
. ~8!

It follows from their definition thatQa andQb are measures
of the longitudinal and transverse loss, respectively. We a
lyze two sets of structure parameters, corresponding to
local maximum or minimum inQ. For s5270 nm andD
50.5 mm ~local maximum!, we calculateQa'14 500 and
Qb'13 910, while fors5290 nm andD50.5 mm ~local
minimum!, we calculateQa'16 000 andQb'5100. These
results show that the local minimum inQ is due to an in-
crease in the transverse loss, manifested as a drop inQb .

Let us now address the single-peak behavior ofQ as a
function of cavity spacer thickness, whenD is equal to
0.4 mm or 0.3 mm. Structures with smaller diameters ha
smaller band gaps, as illustrated in Fig. 3, and the ca
modes are more delocalized in the longitudinal directi
relative to the structure withD50.5 mm. The defect modes
must therefore be more localized in Fourier space, and
thus suffer less radiation loss in the transverse direction. T
implies that theQ factors are determined mostly by the lo
gitudinal loss. They reach their maxima at the midgap, wh
the mode volume is minimum, and the longitudinal confin
ment is strongest.

The maximumQ/V ratio of almost 6000~whereV is mea-
sured in cubic wavelengths in the high-refractive-index m
terial! is achieved for the structure withD50.4 mm. For
this structure, theQ factor is close to 9500, and the mod
volume is 1.6(l/nh)3. For D50.4 mm, a variation in the
thicknesses of the mirror layers allows us to achieve a sm
increase in theQ factor, to 10 500, and in theQ/V ratio, to
6500. This result is obtained fora5155 nm,t575 nm, and
s5290 nm.

In the Introduction, we mentioned that an advantage
microposts, relative to other solid-state microcavities, is t
the light escapes from them in a single-lobed Gaussian-
pattern, normal to the sample surface. In order to show t
we calculate the far-field radiation pattern from a microp
with D50.5 mm ands5270 nm. We are unable to directl
compute the far field by employing the FDTD method, as
are limited by our computer memory size. However, we c
estimate the far field from the Fourier transform of the n
field, using the method described in Ref.@21#. The calculated
radiation pattern is shown in Fig. 6. Its resolution is limit
by the resolution that we can achieve in Fourier space
more precisely, by the number of pixels in the light con
This, in turn, is dictated by the size of the computation
domain. The best resolution in Fourier space that we
obtain with a reasonable size of the computational domai
seven pixels per light cone radius. Nonetheless, the c
puted radiation pattern demonstrates that even microp
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with small diameters can emit light in a Gaussian-like p
tern. The full width at half maximum of the emission lob
shown is approximately equal to 50°.

B. Other material systems

1. GaAsÕAl xGa1ÀxAs cavities

In the preceding section of this paper, we stated tha
potential route to maximizingQ for small micropost diam-
eters is the construction of a photonic crystal with a sm
refractive-index perturbation. As the perturbation ge
smaller, the cavity mode becomes more delocalized in
space, and consequently more localized in Fourier sp
This, in turns, leads to reduction in the transverse radia
loss. Furthermore, the cavity resonance can be locate
lower frequencies, where the density of free-space radia
modes is smaller. In order to compensate for the increa
longitudinal loss, we need to put more mirror pairs on top
these structures.

We will now analyze a micropost with the following pa
rameters: a5150 nm, t580 nm, MPT525, MPB530,
nh53.57, andnl53.125. This choice of refractive indice
corresponds to GaAs/AlxGa12xAs layers. Both the cavity di-
ameterD and the spacer thicknesss are tuned. The positions
of the band gap edges as a function ofD are illustrated in
Fig. 3. By comparing the positions of the band-gap edges
the GaAs/AlAs system, we confirm that the band gap in
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs system is shifted to lower frequencie
and that its size is decreased. This affects theHE11 mode
dramatically, as can be seen in Figs. 7 and 8.

By comparing Fig. 8 to Fig. 5, we can see that the mo
volume increases when the refractive-index contrast is

FIG. 6. Radiation pattern from theHE11 mode in a micropost
with the following parameters:a5155 nm, t585 nm, D
50.5 mm, s5270 nm,nh53.57, nl52.94, MPT515, and MPB
530. An angle of 90° corresponds to the vertical axis of the mic
post.
8-6
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duced, as a result of the reduction in band-gap size. E
though Q larger than 14 000 can be achieved forD
50.5 mm, V also increases, and the maximumQ/V ratio is
similar to that calculated for the GaAs/AlAs system. Furth
more, thisQ/V ratio can be achieved in the GaAs/AlAs sy
tem with fewer top mirror pairs. Longitudinal loss dominat
in the GaAs/AlxGa12xAs system, andQ vs s plots demon-
strate a single-peak behavior.

When the number of mirror pairs on top is reduced fro
25 to 20, the peakQ factor of the GaAs/AlxGa12xAs micro-
post with diameter of 0.5mm drops from around 14 000 t
4000, showing that the the longitudinal loss is dominant
this case, and a large number of mirror pairs is necessar
achieve largeQ factors.

2. GaAsÕAlOx cavities

From the results already presented in this paper, it is c
that a material system with a high-refractive-index contra

FIG. 7. Quality factorQ and wavelengthl of theHE11 mode in
a micropost witha5150 nm, t580 nm, nh53.57, nl53.125,
MPT525, and MPB530. The cavity diameterD and the spacer
thicknesss are tuned.
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such as GaAs/AlOx , is not a good choice for highQ, small
mode-volume microposts. High-refractive-index contrast c
certainly produce larger band gaps, and thereby provid
better longitudinal confinement of the cavity mode. Ho
ever, if the contrast is increased, the mode suffers more
diation loss in the transverse direction, which limits itsQ
factor. To confirm this, we analyzed a structure withnh
53.57, nl51.515,a5235 nm,t5165 nm, MPT515, and
MPB530, for differentD. We were unable to obtain goo
mode localization forD,0.8 mm, and the calculatedQ fac-
tors were under 250. ForD50.8 mm, the mode hasQ
5600 andl5947 nm. If we keep increasingD to 1.3 mm,
Q factors remain below 1000.

V. CAVITY QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS WITH
MICROPOSTS

The question that we would like to address in this sect
is whether such cavity-QED phenomena as strong coup

FIG. 8. Ratio of quality factorQ to mode volumeV, and mode
volume V for the HE11 mode in a micropost witha5150 nm, t
580 nm, nh53.57, nl53.125, MPT525, and MPB530. The
cavity diameterD and the spacer thicknesss are tuned.
8-7
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or single-dot lasing can be observed in the optimized mic
posts. Let us revisit our best design, withQ'104, V
51.6(l/nh)3, D50.4 mm, l5885 nm, and the cavity-field
decay ratek5(pc)/(lQ)5106 GHz.

By combining Eqs.~1! and ~4!, the Rabi frequencyg0 of
a system on resonance can be expressed as

g05
G0

2
AV0

V
, ~9!

where V05(3cl2e0)/(2pG0eM). Let us assume that
quantum-dot exciton without a cavity has a typical homo
enous linewidthgh520 GHz, and a radiative lifetime of 0.
ns, corresponding to a spontaneous-emission rate oG
52 GHz. The free-space spontaneous-emission rate isG0
5G/nh50.56 GHz. The Rabi frequency for our optimize
cavity, calculated from Eq.~9!, is equal to g05400G0
5224 GHz. If we assume that the quantum dot is located
the center of the micropost and that its dipole is aligned w
the electric field, we haveg5g0. Strong coupling is there
fore possible in this case, sinceg0.k,pgh . The minimum
quality factor necessary to achieve strong coupling is
proximately equal to 5000. This provides a reasonable m
gin for Q degradation due to fabrication imperfections.

Is strong coupling possible with larger diameter micr
posts, such asD52 mm? The mode volume in such a stru
ture is of the order of 20(l/nh)3, as we mentioned previ
ously. For the same quantum dot, withG050.56 GHz,
placed in the center of this large cavity, the Rabi frequenc
g0560 GHz. For our experimentally observed homogeno
broadeninggh520 GHz, it is impossible to reach stron
coupling, sincepgh.g0. Even if the homogenous linewidt
were reduced to 2 GHz~i.e., if the homogeneous broadenin
were entirely due to radiative decay!, theQ factor required to
achieve strong coupling would be on the order of 23104. We
therefore conclude that large-diameter microposts are
promising candidates for the observation of strong coup
with a single quantum dot.

Designs of two-dimensional photonic-crystal microca
ties in free-standing membranes were recently proposed
allow for very strong coupling between the cavity field and
neutral atom trapped in one of photonic-crystal holes@20#.
We will now address the feasibility of strong coupling with
single quantum dot in these structures, and compare the
our micropost designs. These photonic-crystal microcavi
can localize light into mode volumes equal to 1/2(l/nh)3,
with Q of the order of 104. However, since the field intensit
is strongest in or around the defect air hole~where a neutral
atom would be trapped!, it is almost impossible to place
quantum dot at the point where its interaction with the cav
field would be strongest. For example, if the dot is placed
the point where the field intensity is 60% of its maximu
value, the Rabi frequency remains the same as for our
micropost design (g5224 GHz), despite a threefold de
crease in the mode volume. The quality factor is in the sa
range as for the optimized microposts, which implies that
potential of these structures to achieve strong coupling w
single quantum dots is similar to that of microposts.
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What about single-dot lasing in microposts? The las
condition for such a microscopic system is given by Eq.~7!.
Clearly, in order to reach the laser threshold, it is necess
to increase the Purcell factorF and the quality factorQ. Our
analysis indicates that large spontaneous-emission enha
ment is possible in microposts. As an example, let us c
sider an unoptimized microcavity with the following param
eters: nh53.57, nl52.94, D50.5 mm, s5280 nm, a
5155 nm, t585 nm, MPT515, MPB530, Q54800, l
5920 nm, andV52(l/nh)3. ~The method used for calcu
lation is described in Refs.@35# and@36#.! The Purcell factor
for an emitter with zero linewidth positioned in the center
this micropost, is equal to 147. The enhancement drops to
for a linewidth of 100 GHz. Such a high Purcell factor wou
imply thatb'1. Let us also assume thatNA'1, correspond-
ing to fast pumping. In order to observe single-dot lasing,
then need to satisfy the conditiontph.tsp . For a cavity with
Q5104 operating at l'1 mm, we have tph'5.3 ps.
Therefore, to achieve single-dot lasing, we would needtsp
shorter than 5 ps. If we again assume that the lifetime of
exciton without a cavity is 0.5 ns, corresponding to
spontaneous-emission rate of 2 GHz, lifetime reduction t
ps would require a Purcell factor equal to 100. As mention
above, such Purcell factors are possible for sufficiently n
row homogeneous linewidths. Single-dot lasing should the
fore be possible in the optimized microposts.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Using the FDTD method, we have analyzed the fund
mental (HE11) mode in ideal, three-dimensional micropo
cavities, for a variety of material systems~GaAs/AlAs,
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs, and GaAs/AlOx). Microcavities were
treated as single defects in a 1D cylindrical photonic crys
which allowed us to push the limits of quality factors an
mode volumesV beyond those achievable by standard m
cropost designs. Our motivation was to maximize theQ/V
ratio of the defect mode, in order to use cavity-QED ph
nomena to build novel optoelectronic devices, such as sin
dot lasers and high-efficiency light-emitting diodes, or
construct hardware for quantum computers and quan
communication systems, such as single-photon sources
strongly coupled quantum dot–cavity systems.

The standard approach for designing micropost mic
cavities is to choose the thicknesses of mirror layers and
spacer corresponding to the Bragg wavelength of a pla
microcavity. We have shown that this approach does not n
essarily lead to the highestQ factors for the small cavity
diameters analyzed in this paper (D<0.5 mm). Another
widespread misconception is that theQ of the cavity mode
can always be improved by increasing the refractive-ind
contrast of the mirror layers. We have shown that this
proach fails for small post diameters. Two primary lo
mechanisms in three-dimensional microposts are the los
the longitudinal direction, through DBR mirrors, and the lo
in the transverse direction, due to imperfect confinement
TIR. A cavity mode that is strongly confined in the longitu
dinal direction by high-reflectivity mirrors is delocalized i
Fourier space, leading to increased coupling to radiat
8-8
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modes and increased transverse loss. Similarly, a mode
is delocalized in the longitudinal direction and suffers s
nificant longitudinal loss is more localized in Fourier spa
and suffers less transverse loss. When designing th
dimensional microposts, there is a trade-off between th
two loss mechanisms.

We were able to achieveQ as high as 104 together with
mode volume as small as 1.6(l/nh)3 by optimizing structure
parameters. Even though this range of values can
achieved in both GaAs/AlAs and GaAs/AlxGa12xAs mate-
rial systems, the former is a better choice from the persp
tive of fabrication, since the optimized structures requ
fewer mirror pairs on top.
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We have also demonstrated that the optimized cavities
be used to observe novel cavity-QED phenomena, suc
single-dot lasing or strong coupling between a single qu
tum dot and the cavity field. Moreover, the potential of m
croposts to achieve strong coupling with quantum dots
comparable to that of the largest Q/V planar photonic-crys
microcavities that are presently known@20#.
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